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quellen nach Tunlichkeit vermieden werden, wird sich aber leider nicht immer 
umgehen lassen. Das Prüfen aller Sekundärquellen auf ihre Zuverlässigkeit hin ist 
unumgänglich notwendig. 
3. Die Bewertung der Dokumente und damit verbunden ihre Auswahl, wobei die frag-
würdigen Stücke ausgeschieden oder als fragwürdig gekennzeichnet werden sollten. 
Das eigentliche Verdienst und die wissenschaftliche Leistung des Herausgebers 
dieser doch dringendst benötigten Dokumentarbiographie liegt ja weniger im Auf-
finden neuer Quellen, als in der Sammlung, Ordnung, Prüfung, Auswahl ( ! ) und 
Erklärung der Dokumente. 
Genug der Schwierigkeiten. Hoffen wir, daß sie in absehbarer Zeit überwunden werden, 
sodaß schließlich Beethoven-Liebhaber ebenso glücklich sein dürfen wie Mozart-Lieb-
haber, denen einige ausgezeichnete Handbücher das Leben erleichtern, wenn sie sich 
mit irgendeinem speziellen Mozart-Problem beschäftigen wollen. 
Da wir manchmal auch an diejenigen Benutzer musikwissenschaftlicher Bücher denken 
sollten, die keine Kollegen im engeren Sinn oder gar Beethoven-Spezialisten sind, 
sollten wir auch mithelfen zu vermeiden, daß wenig oder gar nicht kommentierte Aus-
gaben der Biographien von Wegeler-Ries und Schindler erscheinen. Ohne Hinweise 
auf die schon geklärten Irrtümer in den genannten Biographien, ohne Literatur-An-
gaben zu den offensichtlichen Widersprüchen (oder zu den voneinander abweichenden 
Darstellungen in den verschiedenen Auflagen der Biographie Schindlers) werden längst 
geklärte Fehler und Irrtümer in der modernen Beethoven-Literatur wieder aufleben, 
feiern „ fröhliche Urständ" , wie es auf wienerisch heißt. Auf die Gefahr hin, zu den 
vielen Autoren, die ihre Bücher nicht vollenden können, zu gehören, habe ich der 
Versuchung widerstanden, eine seit zwei Jahren auf meinem Schreibtisch liegende eng-
lische Übersetzung der „ Biographischen Notizen" von Wegeler und Ries zum Beet-
hoven-Jahr mangels Zeit in Eile und daher höchst unzureichend kommentiert heraus-
zubringen. 
Gerne würde ich einem Kollegen diese Arbeit überlassen, wenn ich sicher sein darf, 
daß er nicht nur Interesse an dieser Aufgabe_ hat, sondern auch die Zeit, sich ihr bald 
und gebührend zu widmen. 
John H. Baron 
FIRST REPORT ON THE USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMING TO STUDY THE SECULAR 
SOLO SONGS IN FRANCE FROM 1600 TO 16601 
In studying the 17th-century song repertories of various European countries, I have 
been continually stymied by the hack work of hunting through countless collections of 
the time for a particular tune. The purely mechanical and unimaginative job of 
searching French chanson books, for example, to find the source of a Dutch or German 
Lied consumes weeks, months or even years, and the possibility of success is always 
limited. lt is drudgery that takes time and energy from the more professional labor 
of contemplation upon the facts. In an age of computers such tedious work is no longer 
necessary, and therefore I have decided to computerize at least some of the song 
repertories of the first two thirds of the 17th-Century 2. While the impetus for this is 
my own scholarship, I want to share with you the initial results of my effort to create 
a working relationship with a computer. When my project is operative - possibly by 
June, 1973 - I hope to establish at the Tulane University Computer Laboratory a world 
center for the identification of French song from 1600 to 1660. 
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The French repertory has been chosen as the first repertory which will be placed in 
the computer because it was exceptionally large and popular, it had a tremendous 
impact on English, Dutch and German repertories, it was extensively exploited for 
instrumental music, it had a role in dramatic ballets as well as in art song, and some 
of it is very beautiful. The computer will enable us to trace the extent of its influence. 
The French repertory tobe considered consists of "airs de cour", "recits•, and 
"chansons pour boire et pour danser" published between 1600 and 1660, i. e., 
strophic songs for one voice with or without lute accompaniment, sometimes in 
binary or bar form. The total repertory now is in excess of 3000 songs, though 
some are duplicates. Seventy-four secular collections printed in France, mostly 
by Pierre and Robert Ballard, contain the bulk of the repertory. In addition the 
French songs in three foreign publications, the tunes and titles of secular French 
airs in six sacred printed collections, and the relevant songs in one manuscript 
have been included 3. The French rubrics in Dutch and German "Lied" books with 
their tunes and some polyphonic "airs de cour" and "chansons" may also be added 
later. I would appreciate assistance in completing the repertory should any addition-
al collections turn up; they can easily added to the project. Recent catalogues 
of Swedish libraries have filled all significant lacunae in former lists; a few mistakes 
in the catalogue of the French BibliotMque Nationale and in RISM are now correc-
ted 4. 
To date I have developed three categories of computer programs: 1. to identify 
songs identical or similar to each other with respect to music or text, 2. to identify 
similar segments of two songs even if the songs as a whole are not similar, and 
3. to identify the relationship between two songs one of which is an ornamented 
version of the other. lt is possible to treat one song at a time against all the 
established repertory, or to compare two complete repertories, or to compare all 
songs within one repertory. My initial programs are concerned with cataloging, 
identification of similarities, and elementary statistics among the songs and be-
tween repertories. Eventually more analytical programs will be devised. lt is 
typical of computer work that as each new program is prepared, new projects often 
become possible and desirable that were not even thought of before. 
At the moment two categories of information will be stored in the computer via 
memory tape: collections and the songs themselves. Each song collection has a 
code number so that the collection can be easily linked with the individual pieces 
of the collection and manipulated by the computer. The title is written out in full 
with the city of publication, publisher, date of first edition and dates of subsequent 
prints if they exist. Additional information includes the number and general nature 
of the works in the collection, the general editor's name if there is one, and the 
location of at least one exemplar. There is no attempt at present to indicate the 
location of every copy of a collection. Where they exist, RISM numbers are given. 
Each song in its entirety except for accompaniment will be placed on memory tape. 
To facilitate this I have divided the song into three components, each with its own 
code. The pitches come first, then the rhythm, and finally the complete first strophe 
of text. The musical codes are entirely my own; they have been developed with an 
aim toward ease of transference from the source and toward the application of 
specific programs in the so-called "IBM FORTRAN" system. Besides a tessitura of 
28 pitches and a rhythmic range from a sixteenth-note to a dotted whole-note, the 





changes of meter, and slurs. Tempo and dynamics are not factors in this repertory. 
Although copied separately, rhythm and pitch are so syncronized that they can be 
treated simultaneously. While pitches are copied from the source to the memory 
tape, the computer can easily derive melodic intervals from them when special 
programs require intervalic comparison or computation. This is particularly 
necessary to determine the similarity of two songs in different keys. The texts are 
only partially in code; the words themselves are written out, but certain symbols 
are used in addition to make it possible to coordinate the syllables with the notes 
to which they are sung. 
Each song has an identification number that indicates the collection source and the 
location of the song in that source. Provision is also made for the coded name of the 
composer and poet if known, the total number of strophes, scoring, and special 
rubrics. Several different write-outs are possible; I have used principally a write-
out giving titles (i. e., first line of text) of the two similar songs, the complete 
melodies and rhythms syncronized for easy visual comparison, and the sources. 
Presently I can report that the basic programs and codes have been thoroughly 
developed and perform well in the machine. I have limited my work so far to only a 
dozen songs, several manipulated by me to meet the various contingencies anticipated 
when comparing authentic songs. What remains now is to place all 3,000 authentic songs 
on memory tape, and then I will be able to report scholarly, rather than mechanical 
results. 
I most heartily welcome suggestions as to how to make this new resource of baroque 
music more serviceable, and after June, 1973, I will be glad to help anyone trace 
French songs from 1600 to 1660. If the project works out successfully, and there is 
every reason to believe it will, then it will be easy to expand the memory tape to 
include other vocal and instrumental repertories of the 17th Century. 
Footnotes 
1 This project has been made possible through the cooperation of the Tulane Univer-
sity Computer Laboratory and with the special assistance of Mr. Wiliam Cahill to 
whom I am greatly in <lebt. 
2 I wish to thank Prof. Theodore Karp who first suggested that I make use of 
computers for my work. 
3 Microfilms have been kindly supplied by the "Library of Congress", the "Bibliotheque 
Nationale" , the libraries of the Brussels Conservatory and the city of Norrks,/ping, 
Sweden, the Royal Libraries of Belgium and Sweden, and the "Deutsches Musik-
geschichtliches Archiv Kassel". I have made repeated use ·of the Newberry 
Library of Chicago. 
4 For example, what the Bibliotheque Nationale lists as the "fourth" livre of 
"Chansons pour dancer et pour boire" (Paris: P. Ballard, 1629) is actually an 
independent volume by Melinte; the correct "III!. LIVRE DE CHANSONS" (1630) 
is in the Library of Congress. The same situation obtains in the third livre of 
"Airs de cour" (without lute); the correct volume (1619) is in the latter library, 
and the incorrect one in Paris, entitled "Airs de differents autheurs" (1621), is a 
completely separate work. Besides numerous incorrect statements as to contents 
of the "air de cour" books, RISM omits "IV.", "XVIII.• and "XIX. LIVRE DE 
CHANSONS" (1630, 1657, 1660; all in US Wc), the above Melinte print, the 10th, 
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12th and 16th " Airs" (with lute; 1621, 1624, 1643; all three are in Stockholm) 
and several others. 
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Isolde Bartels 
ZUM PROBLEM DES INSTRUMENTALSTÜCKES IN DER FRÜHVENEZIANISCHEN 
OPER l 
Dazu sollen hier einige methodische Ansätze und deren Möglichkeiten kurz exemplifi-
ziert werden und zwar konkret an Francesco Cavallis „ Egisto" (1642) 2. 
Während bei der rein instrumentalen Musik wohl vorwiegend eine formal-analytische 
Untersuchung am Platze ist, kann sich bei Werken der Vokalmusik eine gleichzeitig 
darauf basierende und darüber hinaus gehende psychologisch-analytische Methode als 
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